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Part I 
Main author: Michael Robinson 
Executive Member: Councillor S. Boulton 
(Peartree) 

 
WELWYN HATFIELD BOROUGH COUNCIL 
DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE – 27 FEBRUARY 2020 
REPORT OF THE CORPORATE DIRECTOR (PUBLIC PROTECTION, PLANNING 
AND GOVERNANCE)  
 
6/2019/3066/FULL 
 
20 TEWIN ROAD WELWYN GARDEN CITY AL7 1LG 
 
RETENTION OF CHANGE OF USE FROM OFFICES (B1a) TO CHURCH AND 
COMMUNITY CENTRE (D1) 
 
APPLICANT: CHRISTCHURCH BAPTIST CHURCH 
 

 
 
1 Background 

 
1.1 The property currently benefits from a planning permission for church and 

community centre use (Use Class D1) which was granted on 19th August 2015 
under application reference N6/2014/2743/FP for period expiring 31st March 
2020. 

Condition 1 of the permission is as follows:-  

“This permission is for a limited period only expiring on 31 March 2020.  
Following the expiration of the period of this temporary permission the use shall 
cease and the unit shall revert back to a B1(a) use unless otherwise agreed in 
writing by the Local Planning Authority. 

REASON: Permission is only granted for a temporary period to allow a vacant 
unit to be brought back into use without prejudicing the long-term supply of 
employment land in the borough, in accordance with The National Planning 
Policy Framework and Policies EMP2 and CLT2 of the Welwyn Hatfield District 
Plan 2005.” 

1.2 This permission is therefore shortly to expire and the applicant wishes to remain 
in the building and to continue the existing use into the future. 

2 Site Description 
 

2.1 The application site is located towards the southern end of Tewin Road and 
comprises a two storey former office building of an ‘L’ shaped footprint.  The site 
includes areas of parking to the front, side and rear of the building and soft 
landscaping to the front.   
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2.2 Tewin Road and the surrounding area is largely made up of office, industrial and 
warehouse uses, however former employment space to the south of the site is 
now occupied by flats (Taylor Wimpey Homes).  Slightly further south is a 
building occupied by the Isobel Hospice, to the rear (east) is the Norton Building 
with uses including a gymnasium whilst to the west and north a range of 
automotive and business units.  The area is of a utilitarian character and 
appearance. 

3 The Proposal 
 

3.1 The proposal seeks planning permission to continue using the site and building 
as a church and community Use within Class D1 beyond March 2020, when in 
accordance with a planning condition previously imposed the building should 
revert to its former B1 Office Use.   

3.2 No changes, alterations or extensions to the building are proposed. 

3.3 No change to the nature or intensity of use is proposed, the site and building will 
continue to be used in the manner that it has been since the Church moved to 
the site from its former location on Broadwater Road. 

4 Reason for Committee Consideration 
 
4.1 This application is presented to the Development Management Committee 

because the proposal is in conflict with the development plan and has been 
advertised as a departure. 
   

5 Relevant Planning History 
 

5.1 Application Number:  N6/1991/0533/FP  
Decision:   Approved 
Decision Date:   2nd September 1991 
Proposal:    Two storey rear extension 
 

5.2 Application Number:  N6/2014/2743/FP 
Decision:   Approved 
Decision Date:   19th August 2015 
Proposal:  Change of use from office use (B1) to a church and 

community centre (D1) 
 

6 Relevant Planning Policy 
 

6.1 National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF)  
 

6.2 Welwyn Hatfield District Plan 2005 (District Plan) 
 
6.3 Draft Local Plan Proposed Submission 2016 (Emerging Local Plan) 
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6.4 Supplementary Planning Guidance, Parking Standards 2004 (SPG) 
 

6.5 Interim Policy for Car Parking Standards and Garage Sizes 2014 (Interim Car 
Parking Policy) 
 

7 Site Designation  
 

7.1 The site lies within the Welwyn Garden City Employment Area EA1 as 
designated in the Welwyn Hatfield District Plan 2005.  The application site is 
located within 75m of the now dis-used Gas Distribution Station on the west 
side of Tewin Road, to the north-west of the application site.  The deemed 
consent for storage of natural gas on the site was revoked under The Welwyn 
Hatfield Borough Council Revocation of Hazardous Substances Consent 
Order (No1) 2016 on 9th February 2017. 
 

8 Representations Received  
 

8.1 The application was advertised by means of a press notice, neighbour 
notification letters and site notice.  In total one representation has been received 
in support of the proposal.  All representations received are published in full on 
the Council’s website and are summarised below: 
 
Support 

 

 The Church and its members act in partnership with the Peartree Primary 
School and have been instrumental in accelerating school improvement – 
Peartree Primary School is hopeful that this collaboration can continue to 
have a positive impact. 
 

9 Consultations Received 
 

9.1 The following have responded advising that they have no objections to the 
proposal in principal, subject to conditions or obligations being applied:  

 HCC Transport Programmes and Strategy 

 WHBC Public Health and Protection 

 WHBC Client Services 

 WHBC Parking Services 
 
9.2 No response was received from the Environment Agency. 

 
10 Analysis 

 
10.1 The main planning issues to be considered in the determination of this 

application are: 
 
1. Principle of development  
2. Community Benefits of the continued D1 Use  
3. Residential amenity  
4. Highways and parking considerations  
5. Other considerations  
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6. The Planning balance 
7. Planning obligations  

 
1. Principle of the development (District Plan Policies EMP2 and CLT14)  
 

10.2 The building is located in designated employment area EA1 – Welwyn Garden 
City Industrial Area.  Saved Policy EMP2: Acceptable Uses In Employment Areas 
states that, in designated employment areas, proposals for uses other than 
Classes B1, B2 and B8 should generally be resisted and will only be permitted 
where it can be clearly demonstrated that the existing land or premises are no 
longer required to meet future employment requirements and business and 
community needs.  
 

10.3 All such proposals will also be required to satisfy criteria (i) to (v) of policy EMP2 
and other relevant policies relating to the proposed use. 

10.4 Those criteria (i) to (v) are as follows: 

(i) The proposal would not, due to the scale of employment generated, 
have an unacceptable impact on the demand for housing in the travel to 
work area; 
(ii) The proposal would not have an unacceptable impact on the local 
and/or strategic transport infrastructure; 
(iii) The proposal would not harm the amenities of any nearby residential 
properties; 
(iv) The development would provide adequate parking, servicing and 
access; 
(v) Any retail element of the development would clearly be ancillary to the 
main business use. 
 

10.5 Emerging Draft Local Plan Submission Document 2016 Policy SADM10 has 
similar objectives but limited weight can be attributed to this policy because of 
the current status of the emerging plan. 
 

10.6 The first test to apply therefore is whether the existing land or premises are no 
longer required to meet future employment requirements and business and 
community needs, and then whether the above criteria (i) to (v) are satisfied 
along with any relevant development plan policies. 

 
10.7 Before the grant of temporary planning permission in 2016 evidence in the form 

of a marketing exercise was undertaken to demonstrate that there was little 
demand for the continuing B1 use of the application building and the Local 
Planning Authority was persuaded to allow the temporary change of use.  Such 
evidence continues to be a policy requirement of EMP2 (and the emerging Local 
Plan Policy SADM10) however in the years of occupation by the applicant the 
site has not been actively marketed for alternative uses.  

10.8 It should however be noted that in the years preceding, and since, the grant of 
temporary planning permission in 2015, and in the gathering of evidence in 
connection with the Council’s Emerging Local Plan, the site had already been 
removed from the employment area totals for monitoring processes, and was not 
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considered to be part of the existing employment stock at the beginning of the 
plan period.  So, if this application were to be approved and the 
Church/Community use were to continue, it would not mean any further loss of 
employment space, rather it would mean that a potential increase in employment 
floor space would not happen. 
 

10.9 Its’ lawful use after 31st March will however revert to B1 business use and it is 
located within a defined employment area and so despite it not being counted as 
employment space in monitoring reports since 2015 the loss of employment 
space in the Employment Area from B1, B2 and B8 uses should generally be 
resisted.  It is considered therefore that the continued use of the land and 
buildings for Church and Community Uses does conflict with Policy EMP2 of the 
adopted District Plan unless it can be clearly demonstrated that the existing land 
or premises are no longer required to meet future employment requirements and 
business and community needs.  This will not be possible in the absence of an 
active marketing exercise. 

 
10.10 The emerging Local Plan similarly continues to show the site within the 

employment area where the loss of employment uses is to be discouraged. 
 
10.11 It is however the case that evidence supporting the emerging local plan and the 

provision of a suitable/adequate area of employment space does not rely upon 
the current application site.  Its continued use as a Church and Community 
Centre would not therefore result in a further loss of employment land and 
buildings and its impact upon the Council’s strategy for achieving balanced 
employment and residential growth through the policies and allocations of the 
emerging Local Plan could therefore be described as ‘neutral’. 

10.12 The benefit of the site having been in operation as a D1 Church and Community 
facility for several years also is that its impacts upon the local area have been 
able to be assessed.  Its presence does not appear to have impacted on (i) the 
demand for housing in the travel to work area; there is not evidence or incidents 
that would suggest it has significantly impacted upon the highway network or 
upon parking in the area ((ii and iv) and it is considered unlikely to impact upon 
residential amenity (iii) and any retail element will be entirely ancillary in scale (v). 
There is therefore no evidence that would suggest that the continued use would 
conflict with criterion (i) to (v) identified in Policy EMP2 and referred to in 
paragraph 10.4 above.  In these circumstances the policy harm to the emerging 
Plan’s employment strategy is considered to be very low. 
 
2. Community Benefits of the continued use for D1 Use 
 

10.13 The application is also supported by evidence that suggests the existing 
temporary use on the site has a strong community role in the area.  It refers to a 
broad range of services that benefit the community, other than the traditional 
Sunday services and congregational activities there is a wide range of religious 
and secular activities which take place during the week including use by a local 
hospice offering counselling on 3 days, the NHS uses rooms regularly and other 
local groups and organisations work from other rooms in the building which 
includes a community space and café.  A representation from the Peartree 
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Primary School confirms that Church members also regularly support and assist 
children with their reading and the Church building is sometimes used by the 
school also.  It does therefore appear that over the years of its presence on this 
site, and before that at another location in Peartree Ward, that it has developed a 
diverse involvement with the community. 
 

10.14 Despite its temporary permission, District Plan Policy CLT 13 - Loss of 
Community Facilities – also has some relevance.  It says “planning permission 
will not be granted for proposals involving the loss of community facilities or the 
loss of land allocated for such purposes, unless there is no longer a need for 
them, or there is an acceptable alternative means of meeting the need”. 

10.15 Similarly District Plan Policy CLT 14 - Places of Worship – is relevant.  It says 
“The provision of new or extensions to existing places of worship will be granted 
planning permission where it can be demonstrated that the use and choice of 
location will only serve a local community and the site would be easily accessible 
by a range of transport options. In addition, proposals should: (i) Make adequate 
provision for car parking and have no adverse impact on the highway network 
including highway safety; (ii) Have no harmful impact on the amenities of nearby 
residential properties and other uses; and (iii) Not detract from the visual amenity 
of the area. 
 

10.16 There is some significant evidence that the Church and Community Centre use 
of the building does, and is likely to continue to offer a range of benefits to the 
existing community and are needed.  The applicant also asserts that these 
benefits will be of even greater importance when planned changes to the area 
arise.  The applicants have identified a number of significant changes in the area 
likely to result in an increasing number of residents local to the site.  These 
developments include 38 new flats at 51 Bridge Road East (adjacent to the site), 
31 flats at 1 Broadwater Road (Mercury House), 72 flats at 29 Broadwater Road 
(with a current planning application to raise this number to 128), flats at 28 
Broadwater Road and 100’s of flats at the former Shredded Wheat Factory site – 
all within a just a few metres of the application site.  The applicant argues, these 
new and existing residents will need community services and facilities such as 
those currently offered by the Church and Community Centre. 
 

10.17 Despite its current temporary permission therefore it is apparent that the Church 
and Community Use is well used and its loss from the area may well therefore 
have an adverse local impact, as such its loss would be regarded as being in 
conflict with District Plan Policy CLT13 unless there is an alternative means of 
meeting the need – there does appear to be a continuing and potentially growing 
need for the use. 
 

10.18 Similarly it appears that already the Church serves the local community and that 
community is growing, the site is easily accessible by a range of transport 
options being both close to the town and close to residents and the evidence of 
use over a period of years and the absence of objection from either the County 
Highway Authority or the Councils Parking Services Team shows that it has had 
no identified adverse impact on the highway network including highway safety or 
upon parking demand in the local area.  It appears to have had no harmful 
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impact on the amenities of nearby residential properties and the Council’s Public 
Health and Environmental Protection team has no objections to its continued 
operation.  With no physical changes to the site and building its’ continued use 
would also not detract from the visual amenity of the area.  The proposal to retain 
the Church and Community use is therefore supported by District Plan Policies 
CLT13 and CLT14. 

3. Residential amenity 
 

10.19 In the years since the Church began its occupation at the application site new 
flats have been constructed immediately adjacent to it.  The flats appear to not 
yet be occupied, however the Council’s Public Health and Environmental 
Protection Team have not identified any likely cause for complaint.  The 
continued use of the site in the same manner as over previous the years of 
occupation is not considered likely to have a significant impact upon 
neighbouring living conditions or amenity. 
 
4. Highways and parking considerations  
 

10.20 Criterion (i) of the Policy CLT14 (Place of Worship) requires that ‘adequate 
provision is made for car parking and the use should have no adverse impact on 
the highway network including highway safety’.  Criterion (ii) of Policy EMP2 
(Acceptable uses in Employment areas) requires that ‘the proposal would not 
have an unacceptable impact on the local and/or strategic transport 
infrastructure.  Policy M14 ‘Parking Standards for New Development’, states that 
‘The council will require parking provision for new development to be made in 
accordance with the standards set out in the Council’s Supplementary Planning 
Guidance on parking’.   
 

10.21 The evidence of its successful use over past years suggests that the impacts of 
its use are not significant, however it has been acknowledged that the level of on-
site parking (48 spaces) does not meet the Council’s usual parking standards. 
 

10.22 In terms of parking, paragraph 105 of the NPPF states that if setting local parking 
standards authorities should take into account the accessibility of the 
development, the type, mix and use of the development, availability of public 
transport, local car ownership levels and the overall need to reduce the use of 
high emission vehicles.  Policy M14 of the District Plan 2005 and the Parking 
Standards Supplementary Planning Guidance (SPG) use maximum standards 
and are not entirely consistent with the NPPF and are therefore afforded less 
weight.  In light of the above, the Council have produced an interim Policy for Car 
Parking Standards that states that parking provision will be assessed on a case 
by case basis and the existing maximum parking standards within the SPG 
should be taken as guidance only.  This means that higher or lower car parking 
standards than those set out in the SPG can be proposed and determined on a 
case by case basis taking into account the relevant circumstances of the 
proposal, its size context and its wider surroundings.  Parking standards should 
only be imposed where there is clear and compelling justification that they are 
necessary for managing the local road network.  
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10.23 Currently there is no clear and compelling justification for higher levels of parking 
on site but as has been made clear the character of uses in the local area is 
undergoing change with substantially more homes in the vicinity which might lead 
to greater demand for available on street parking, particularly at off peak times 
such as weekends when the Church might have services.  It is therefore 
considered necessary for the Church to continue in its efforts to manage and 
minimise use of the private car by its congregation and visitors with the continued 
application of a travel plan.  HCC Transport Programmes and Strategy also 
recommend that the travel plan is maintained and monitored.  A further/revised 
travel plan may be secured by a planning condition and its monitoring can be 
secured by use of monies previously secured by a S106 in 2015 in connection 
with the former application. 

 
10.24 On the basis of its use as a Church and Community centre over the past 5 years 

and the absence of any known major impacts resulting from its use it is 
considered that the highway and parking impacts are not significant and an 
acceptable level of on-site car parking that falls below the Council’s normal 
standards may be justified in this instance and therefore no objections are raised 
in regards to Policy M14 of the District Plan; the SPG Parking Standards; the 
Council’s Interim Policy for Car Parking Standards; and the NPPF provided that 
the applicants continue in their efforts to promote a travel plan and the County 
Council continues to monitor and advise on the travel plan for a further period.  
This can secured by planning condition and a minor supplemental agreement 
under S106 of the Town and Country Planning Act alongside the obligation 
signed by the applicants in connection with the grant of the temporary planning 
permission in 2015. 

 
5. Other considerations 

 
10.25 The application site is located within 75m of the now disused Gas Distribution 

Station on the west side of Tewin Road, to the north-west of the application 
site.  Since the grant of temporary planning permission in 2017 the deemed 
consent for storage of natural gas on the site was revoked under The Welwyn 
Hatfield Borough Council Revocation of Hazardous Substances Consent 
Order (No1) 2016 on 9th February 2017. 
 
6. Planning obligations 

10.26 The NPPF sets out that Local Planning Authorities should consider whether 
otherwise unacceptable development could be made acceptable through the use 
of conditions or planning obligations. Planning obligations should only be sought 
where they meet all of the following tests set out in Regulation 122 of the 
Community Infrastructure Levy Regulations 2010 (as amended): 

• Necessary to make the development acceptable in planning terms 
• Directly related to the development; and 
• Fairly and reasonably related in scale and kind to the development. 
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10.27 The Council has not adopted a Community Infrastructure Levy and therefore 
where a planning obligation is proposed for a development, The Community 
Infrastructure Levy Regulations 2010, which came into effect from 6 April 2010, 
has introduced regulation 122 which provides limitations on the use of planning 
obligations.   

Hertfordshire County Council Contributions 
 

10.28 Hertfordshire County Council request that: - 
 

 a Green Travel Plan be submitted, agreed and implemented outlining how 
the applicants will address the relatively high number of car journeys 
associated with the use of the site; and 

 that the monitoring fee previously paid by the applicants and as yet 
unspent, shall be utilised by the County Council to enable the Green 
Travel Plan to be effectively implemented. 
 

10.29 The requested contribution is considered to be reasonable and to pass the 
necessary Community Infrastructure Levy 122 tests as the works are considered 
necessary to make the development acceptable, directly related to the 
development and fairly and reasonably related in scale and kind to the 
development.    
 

10.30 The proposal, subject to the completion of a Section 106 Agreement, would 
comply with Policy IM2; the Planning Obligations SPD; the NPPF and CIL 
Regulations 2010, as amended. 

 
7. The planning balance  
 

10.31 The continued use of the site as a Church and Community Centre after the end 
of March 2020 would conflict with District Plan Policy EMP2 which seeks to resist 
the loss of employment space within the borough.  This conflict with policy 
weighs against the proposal except that the Council has, through its plan-making, 
established that even without this site being available for employment use within 
Classes B1, B2 and B8 the supply of an adequate level of employment space 
can be achieved over the proposed plan period.   
 

10.32 It is also clear that whilst there is some conflict with employment policies of the 
adopted and emerging plans there is in principle support for the retention of 
Churches and Community buildings and facilities within the Borough where they 
are needed by the local community and where their impacts are effectively 
mitigated.  The retention of the use is therefore considered a positive benefit 
obtaining support from adopted policies CLT13 and CLT14.  In view of the record 
of successful integration into the local community over a period years and the 
absence of any demonstrable and significant harm arising from its continued use 
it is considered that on balance the application should be permitted with a repeat 
of conditions previously imposed in 2015 and with a supplemental S106 
agreement to secure a travel plan, its implementation and its monitoring over a 
period of several years. 
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11 Conclusion 
 
11.1 Despite its location in an employment area it is on balance considered that the 

continued use of the building as a Church and Community Centre with the 
community benefits arising, outweighs the  modest harm to employment area 
policy EMP2, and subject to a repeat of conditions previously imposed and a 
supplemental planning obligation in the terms described above the proposal 
would have no significant adverse impact upon the area, adjoining amenity or 
upon highway safety and accordingly and for the reasons given the proposal is 
recommended for approval. 
 

12 Recommendation   
 
12.1 It is recommended that planning permission be approved subject to: 

 
1. Completion of a satisfactory supplemental S106 planning agreement and the 
agreement of any necessary extensions to the statutory determination period to 
complete this agreement for: 
 

i. Sustainable Transport: Green Travel Plan 
ii. Monitoring of the Green Travel Plan  

 
And 
 
2. The following conditions: 

  
1. That the building shall only be used for church services on Sundays and shall 

not be used for any other purpose other than as a Use Class D1 Community 
Centre on Monday to Saturdays inclusive unless otherwise agreed in writing 
by the Local Planning Authority. 

 
REASON: To ensure that a sufficient parking provision is provided for the use 
of the building which does not detrimentally impact on the surrounding road 
network or amenity of adjoining users in accordance with policy M14 of the 
Welwyn Hatfield District Plan 2005, the Supplementary Parking Guidance, 
2004 and the National Planning Policy Framework. 

 
2. Notwithstanding the provisions of Article 3 of the Town and Country Planning 

Use Classes Order 1987, and Schedule 2 of the Town and Country Planning 
(General Permitted Development) Order 1995 (or any orders revoking or re-
enacting these Orders) this permission shall only permit the use of the unit as 
a D1 Religious Instruction/Church and community Centre for Christchurch 
Baptist Church and for no other use, user or purpose unless otherwise agreed 
in writing by the Local Planning Authority. 

 
REASON:  To enable the Local Planning Authority to fully consider the effects 
of development normally permitted by these orders or by other uses or users 
within Class D1 in the interest of protecting the character, vitality and amenity 
of the area in accordance with policies, EMP2, M14, D1 and D2 of the 
Welwyn Hatfield District Plan, 2005. 
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 DRAWING NUMBERS 
 

1. The development/works shall not be started and completed other than in 
accordance with the approved plans and details: 

 

Site location plan; Drawing number 1266/001Rev C dated Dec 2014 and titled 
Initial Sketch Plan Ground Floor and drawing number 1266/002 Rev C dated 
Dec 2014 and titled Initial Sketch Plan First Floor. 

 

REASON: To ensure that the development is carried out in accordance with 
the approved plans and details. 

 

POSITIVE AND PROACTIVE STATEMENT 
 

The decision has been made taking into account, where practicable and 
appropriate the requirements of paragraph 38 of the National Planning Policy 
Framework and material planning considerations do not justify a decision 
contrary to the development plan. 
 

INFORMATIVES 
 

None 
 

It is recommended that in the event that the applicant fails to agree any 
necessary extensions to the Statutory determination period, that powers are 
delegated to the Head of Planning to refuse planning permission on the basis of 
the absence of a completed S106 agreement for the following reason: 

 

1. The applicant has failed to satisfy the sustainability aims of the plan and to 
secure the proper planning of the area by failing to ensure that the 
development proposed would provide a sustainable form of development in 
mitigating the impact on local infrastructure and services which directly relate 
to the proposal and which is necessary for the grant of planning permission. 
The applicant has failed to provide a planning obligation under Section 106 of 
the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 (as amended). The Local Planning 
Authority considers that it would be inappropriate to secure the required 
mitigation and monitoring by any method other than a legal agreement and 
the proposal is, therefore, contrary to Policies M2 and M4 of the Welwyn 
Hatfield District Plan 2005. 
 

 Together with the above drawing numbers to also be included. 
 

POSITIVE AND PROACTIVE STATEMENT 
 

The decision has been made taking into account, where practicable and 
appropriate the requirements of paragraph 38 of the National Planning Policy 
Framework and material planning considerations do not justify a decision 
contrary to the development plan. 
 

Michael Robinson (Development Management) 
Date:  04 February 2020  
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